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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Machine Learning AI Is Capable of Mimicking Legal Analysis
A look at the effect AI will have on the practice of law—something the writers feel has been largely ignored in what has been written about the newer forms of AI such as
ChatGPT.

February 14, 2023 at 02:13 PM

Artificial Intelligence

By Peter E. Bronstein and Eric A. Buckley | February 14, 2023 at 02:13 PM

In the weeks since Open AI’s ChatGPT took the world by storm in the fall of 2022, ALM has devoted significant ink to issues surrounding generative AI. See “Tracking Generative
AI: How Evolving AI Models Are Impacting Legal,” Feb. 9, 2023, linking to 37 articles from Aug. 19, 2022, through Feb. 9, 2023.  The legal world is about to be revolutionized by
AI.

GPT3.5/ChatGPT was not trained on legal information, is not an integrated product, and is primitive by comparison with GPT4 (the next iteration, which is rumored to power
Microsoft’s new Bing and Edge products). It takes very little imagination to predict that future versions will receive domain specific training in law allowing them to outperform their
human counterparts in many ways.

Much of the coverage in the legal community, however, has a defensive aura—seeming to understate the scope of the coming disruption. Specifically, commentators fail to
consider characteristics of machine learning AI—as the world has already begun to experience it through ChatGPT—which will enable such AIs not merely to carry out legal
research and synthesize information for legal documents, but to mimic legal analysis itself.

To see why machine learning AIs are uncannily well suited to mimic the work that many lawyers do, think about what it means to analyze controversies within a system of case
precedent. First, the lawyer looks at judicial opinions in search of a written fact pattern resembling the issue at hand. AI can review fact patterns efficiently. Then a lawyer would
take the opinion’s analysis and use that analysis as precedent for deciding the issue. A “probability machine” like GPT is well qualified to mimic that operation. It looks at a
prompt (the instructions it is given)—which it can analogize to an earlier fact pattern—and responds based on patterns of text people have previously produced in response to
related sequences of language. That’s not exactly thinking like a human does, but it is well suited to dealing with precedents.

The prompt for Microsoft’s new Bing and Edge products will allow for up to 2,000 characters. A GPT system that has also been trained on legal information (the corpus on which
GPT3.5/ChatGPT was trained excluded the corpus of legal documents, e.g. the data on Westlaw or Lexis Nexis) will be able to respond to a well-formed prompt with relevant
statements of law, drawn from legal authorities. And the machine will be able to cite its sources, just like a lawyer would.

GPTs won’t totally resolve “hard cases” where there isn’t a clear analogy from a prior reported case. Plus, lawyers in possession of thought and judgment would still be needed to
determine if a “hard case” is present. Yet machine learning AI is more than a research tool. It can synthesize research and express how the research relates to a particular
problem—activities which today generate billable hours.

Machine learning AI in law will reinforce the decision-making process but also streamline it, greatly impacting how lawyers spend their time and how they bill for their services.
Lawyers will have to come up with original ideas—something which AI cannot do—to not only cope with but also capitalize on the AI revolution.

 

Peter E. Bronstein is the managing member of Bronstein Van Veen LLC. Eric A. Buckley is an associate at the firm.
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